Thermodynamic and structural study of tolfenamic acid polymorphs.
The article deals with the study of two polymorphic modifications in the space groups P2(1)/c (white form) and P2(1)/n (yellow form) of the tolfenamic acid. It also describes how the white form vapor pressure temperature dependence was determined by using the transpiration method and how thermodynamic parameters of the sublimation process were calculated. We have estimated the difference between the crystal lattice energies of the two polymorphic forms by solution calorimetry and found that the crystal lattice energy of the yellow form is 6.7+/-1.2 kJ mol(-1) higher than that of the white form, whereas Gibbs free energies of the forms obtained from the vapor pressure temperature dependence are practically the same. The modifications under consideration are monotropically related. From the practical point of view, the white form is more preferable due to its lower crystal lattice energy and better performing procedure. We have also studied the solubility, solvation and transfer processes of the tolfenamic acid white form in buffers (with various values of pH and ionic strengths), n-hexane and n-octanol. The thermodynamic parameters of the investigated processes have been discussed and compared with those determined for others fenamates. In the study we estimated specific and non-specific contributions of the solvation enthalpic term of the fenamate molecules with the solvents as well. The driving forces of the transfer processes from the buffers with pH 7.4 and different ionic strengths to n-octanol were analyzed. It was found that the relationship between the enthalpic and entropic terms depends essentially on the ionic strength. For the considered fenamates the transfer processes of the neutral molecules and the ionic forms are enthalpy-determined, whereas for the niflumic acid this process is entropy-determined.